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Executive Introduction

Although the term “SecOps” has been a focal point for industry discussion
and debate over the last few years, it has only recently emerged as a working
reality. This research shows that the integration of security operations, fraud,
and compliance with critical areas in IT is now delivering significant values
while posing both technology and cultural/process challenges.
This report uniquely addresses SecOps initiatives in terms of role, team
leadership, success rates, company size, vertical adoptions, and geography.
It provides telling insights into technology priorities, process, and best
practices and metrics for critical use cases—including integrated security/
compliance for performance and availability management, change and
configuration management, and IT asset management and audits. The report
also addresses how cloud, agile, digital transformation, and mobile all
impact SecOps directions.

The integration of
security operations,
fraud, and compliance
with critical areas in
IT is now delivering
significant values.

Highlights from the research include the following:
• Respondents showed a strong commitment to integration in terms of process, metrics, and/or
technology, with 73% of respondents claiming they were “extremely well integrated” or “very well
integrated.” The data also showed that higher levels of SecOps integration correlated strongly with
SecOps success.
• Respondents also showed a strong tendency to have a single organization coordinate the SecOps
initiative with 76% of respondents reporting this—another significant indicator of SecOps success.
IT Information/Cybersecurity led as an organizational owner for SecOps, but IT Operations, IT
Service Management (ITSM), and Development also played meaningful roles.
• ISO Security 27001/2 was dominant among best practice priorities, although the data shows a
wide range of relevant options. Benefits of best practice adoption generally favored minimizing risk
and cost, as well as improving operational efficiencies.
• 73% of respondents were already underway with digital transformation (including 32% who
had been underway for more than a year). Moreover, those underway for more than a year were
more than twice as likely as other groups to report being “extremely successful” with their SecOps
initiatives.
• Achieving better analytics was consistently a top driver of SecOps integrations.
• 100% of organizations that were “extremely successful” in achieving real benefits from their SecOps
integration initiatives were actively using or deploying analytics.
• The average respondent indicated using about 10 discovery or inventory tools, whether for general
IT purposes or specifically for security.
• 61% of respondents were currently leveraging some type of service modeling such as a configuration
management database (CMDB), configuration management system (CMS), or application discovery
and dependency mapping (ADDM) capability. Of these, a striking 88% shared configuration item
(CI) attributes from their service modeling system with security professionals. Moreover, having a
service modeling system in place was strongly correlated with SecOps success.
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• 73% of respondents were proactively coordinating security/compliance requirements with IT asset
management (ITAM) or software asset management (SAM) processes. Support for audits was well
aligned with overall SecOps success.
• Cloud users feel more intrinsically secure in cloud than in an on-premises data center. When
evaluating security technologies deployed in data centers and in the cloud, 11 of the 19 security
technologies identified in both environments were deployed more often on premises than in the
cloud.
• Adoption of cloud for security-related or dependent workloads has increased significantly with
24% of security workloads being deployed in the cloud.
• Hybrid cloud adoption leads private- or public-cloud adoption with 33% of respondents increasing
both spending on both public and private cloud.
• In SecOps priorities for DevOps initiatives, minimizing risks in handoffs between Development and
Operations and superior process/workflows to promote security/compliance in Development were tied for
first place.
• 92% of organizations that believed they had been “extremely successful” in their SecOps integrations
were able to quantitatively measure the effectiveness of their combined
security controls.
• When looking at roadblocks to the effectiveness of SecOps, technology
issues were generally more prevalent than process and cultural problems.
Data sharing and integration were the two top challenges.
• The top two benefits of SecOps initiatives (when ranked by importance)
were better ROI on the existing security infrastructure and improved
operational efficiencies across Security and the rest of IT. More efficient usage
of cloud services came in one percentage point behind at number three.
• SecOps initiatives generally delivered strong levels of value, with 18%
of respondents indicating they achieved dramatic benefits and 41%
indicating significant benefits.
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Methodology, Demographics and Budget

The data for this report was collected in Q1 2017 with 251 respondents included in the survey. Sixtytwo percent (62%) were from North America, and 38% were from Europe (U.K., Germany, and
France). Each respondent was required to have some type of SecOps initiative either underway or
planned. In terms of company size, EMA targeted companies with 250 employees or more and set
quotas to guarantee appropriate role-related responses as well. The resulting respondent base included:
• 21% executive IT (CIO, CTO, VP)
• 19% security executive, CISO, CSO, Chief Risk or Compliance Officer, or Chief Fraud Officer
• 20% security operations or fraud/compliance managers or professionals
• 40% IT operations, ITSM and IT project/program management, and applications development
professionals or cross-domain overlay team members
The dominant verticals were:
• Finance and banking (13%)
• High-technology software (12%)
• Retail/wholesale (11%)
• Manufacturing (10%)
• High-technology service providers (10%)
• Healthcare/pharmaceutical (6%)
• Computer or network-related professional services (6%)
The average respondent’s annual IT budget was nearly $25 million, with an average security spend of
about 20%.

Organization

The research targeted only IT organizations with some level of SecOps integration underway. Figure 1
shows a strong commitment to integration in terms of process, metrics, and/or technology, with 73%
of respondents claiming they were extremely well integrated or very well integrated. EMA results also
show that strong levels of SecOps integration correlated positively with SecOps success.
To what degree do you feel that security operations (SecOps) process, metrics,
and/or technology are currently integrated?
Extremely well integrated

24%

Very well integrated

49%

Integrated

22%

Somewhat integrated
Not at all integrated

6%
0%

Figure 1. Respondents indicated strong levels of SecOps integration overall.
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When asked about the highest executive level overseeing SecOps initiatives, respondents indicated the
following:
• 23% IT executive suite (CIO/CTO)
• 21% IT director
• 20% IT manager
• 14% CISO/CSO or Chief Risk or Compliance Officer
• 11% CEO/president
Other roles included VP levels for business or IT.

SecOps Organizational Teams and Team Leadership

Respondents were also significantly more likely to have a single organization coordinate the SecOps
initiative than not (76% versus 24%)—another significant indicator of SecOps success.
Figure 2 shows which groups were most likely to sit at the helm of a SecOps initiative, with IT
Information/Cybersecurity in the lead. However, it is also significant that leadership was meaningfully
spread out among other groups such as IT Operations, ITSM, and Development.
You indicated that there is a single organization driving/coordinating this integration.
Which organization is it?
20%

IT operations

19%

IT service management (ITSM)

31%

IT information/cyber security
3%

Fraud/risk compliance operations

15%

IT development/DevOps
Legal

1%
5%

Line of business executive management
Overlay organization across IT operations,
development, and security
Other

7%
0%

Figure 2. IT Information/Cybersecurity led as an organizational owner for SecOps, but
IT Operations, ITSM, and Development also played important roles.
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EMA then tracked the following organizational groups to see similarities and differences in their
SecOps priorities:
• IT Security/Fraud (37%)
• IT Operations (20%)
• ITSM (19%)
• Development/DevOps (15%)
• “Overlay” with legal and line of business (LOB) (13%)
Some of the highlights from EMA’s analysis included:
Leading Roadblocks to SecOps Success
• Security/Fraud saw internal resources, getting budget and people as the top challenge.
• IT Operations saw toolsets do not integrate well as the biggest roadblock.
• ITSM saw lack of automation and workflow to support dialogue and too much data and no way to share
it as equally challenging.
• Development saw too much data and no way to share it as the top challenge
• Overlay teams reported cultural issues, resistance to change as the top issue.
Success
Including respondents reporting their initiatives as “extremely successful” or “very successful,” the
overall success level of these groups was the following:
• ITSM = 75%
• Overlay teams = 72%
• IT Operations = 61%
• Security/Fraud = 59%
• Development = 54%
These results and other data in the EMA analysis underscore the fact that SecOps is
multidimensional with various roles and perspectives coming into play at different
IT organizations. This data is an affirmation that IT organizations are never
generic and care should be taken to address unique cultural, political, and process
considerations, as well as technology needs, to assure strategic forward progress.
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Process and Best Practices

Figure 3 highlights best practice priorities in which, not surprisingly, ISO Security 27001/2 was in the
lead, followed by the Control Objectives for Information and Related Technologies (COBIT) framework
for IT management and governance, IT Balanced Scorecard for IT-to-business alignment, and Six Sigma
for quality metrics. ISO 19770-1 for ITAM came in fifth place (though ITIL v2 and ITIL v3 had a
combined 25%, placing ITIL overall in the top five). Once again, the breadth of significant choices also
indicates a variety of perspectives and priorities.
What best practices are your organization currently pursuing?
ISO Security 27001/27002

38%

COBIT - Control Objectives for Information and related Technology

29%

IT Balanced Scorecard

26%

Six Sigma

26%

ISO 19770-1

23%

PRINCE2 (for Project Management)

21%

MSP (for Program Management)

18%

CMMI - Capability Maturity Model Integration

18%

Scrum

18%

MoP (Management of Portfolio)

17%

IPMA

17%

CSI benchmarks for AWS

17%

NIST SP800 series

16%

ITIL v3

14%

PMI (PMBOK)

14%

TOGAF - The Open Group Architecture Framework

14%

ITIL v2

11%

Other ISO security 27xxx

11%

FFIEC

10%

None - we are not following any best practices

4%

Other Security (please specify)
Other Operations (please specify)

2%
0%

Figure 3. ISO Security 27001/2 was, not surprisingly, dominant among best practice
priorities, although overall the data shows a wide range of relevant options.

Digital transformation initiatives correlated strongly with SecOps success. An impressive 73% of
respondents were already underway with digital transformation (including 32% who had been
underway for more than a year). In fact, only 2% said digital transformation was not a focus. Moreover,
those with initiatives underway for more than a year were more than twice as likely as other groups to
be “extremely successful” with their SecOps initiatives.
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Technology and Analytics
Gains From Sharing

Respondents clearly indicated that their efforts to achieve team integrations positively affected the
way they used both tools and data. Figure 4 shows that most respondents identified improving shared
analytics capabilities and data sharing as the best ways to enhance working relationships between IT
and other groups. This was true both with the various IT teams sharing with Security and with Security
reciprocating by sharing with the IT teams.
Currently, what are the active opportunities in your organization in terms of shared technologies
to support and promote bridges between security and other IT groups?

Analytics shared across groups

39%

Data sharing across groups

38%

Sharing of security-specific tools
with other IT roles

38%

Figure 4. Respondents identified the top three activities promoting bridges between Security and other IT groups.

Sharing data and tools created significant gains for all involved.
• Security Gains
◦◦ Faster identification of both advanced and internal threats (39%)
◦◦ Faster time to respond to advanced threats and internal security threats (36%)
◦◦ Reduction of false positives (30%)
• IT Gains
◦◦ Faster time to detect/respond to application/infrastructure performance problems (36%)
◦◦ Increased accuracy of real-time intelligence (36%)
◦◦ Faster time to repair application/infrastructure performance problems (34%)
◦◦ Proactive ability to prevent application/infrastructure performance problems (32%)
• Gains for Both IT and Security
◦◦ More efficient use of existing infrastructure (37%)
◦◦ Increased accuracy of real-time intelligence (36%)
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Data and Tools Analytics Investments

In previous research projects, EMA has identified that a focus on performance management often leads to
a focus on change management. This SecOps research was no different. As Figure 5 shows, respondents
identified that they are heavily engaged in leveraging analytics for both performance and change, but the
use of analytics in performance was slightly farther along than its use in change management.
Are you actively using or deploying analytic capabilities to support any of the following: / Cross-domain
application/business service performance, including support for security/risk? AND Are you actively using or
deploying analytic capabilities to support any of the following: / Analytics to support change management and/or
capacity management and infrastructure optimization/transformation, including support for security/risk?

57%

Actively using

47%

30%

Currently only in deployment phase

36%

9%

Neither

Don't know

12%

4%
4%

Performance

Change

Figure 5. More organizations are actively using analytics for performance management than for change management.

The analytics investments reported were diverse, but the top five responses really stood out (see Figure
6). The top answer by far was investing in real-time predictive analytics. These types of analytics can be
leveraged by both Security and IT Operations so long as requirements are properly defined to identify
the best tool for both groups.
What type of analytics does your organization currently use or wish to invest in?
60%

Real-time and trending predictive analytics
Security analytics

35%

Process analytics

35%
34%

Data mining
Stream analytics

28%

Figure 6. Respondents identified their top five analytics investments (either currently in use or planned).
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Discovery, Inventory, and Audits

The average respondent indicated using about 10 discovery or
inventory tools, whether for general IT purposes or specifically for
security.
The role of configuration management databases (CMDBs),
configuration management systems (CMSs), application discovery
and dependency mapping (ADDM), and service modeling in general
is also significant in SecOps. Consider the following data points:

The average respondent
indicated using about 10
discovery or inventory tools,
whether for general IT purposes
or specifically for security.

• 61% of respondents were leveraging some type of service
modeling such as a CMDB, CMS, and/or ADDM capability.
• Of these, a striking 88% shared CI attributes from their service modeling system with security
professionals.
• Having a CMDB, CMS, or ADDM strongly favors SecOps success.
Figure 7 underscores how important integrated security, fraud, risk, and compliance for audits can
be to SecOps initiatives, since 73% were proactively coordinating security/compliance requirements
with ITAM or SAM processes. Moreover, support for audits was also strongly aligned with overall
SecOps success.
Are you currently coordinating security/compliance requirements into
ITAM and SAM-related processes and/or audits?
Yes, consistently

34%

Yes, in some instances

40%

Yes, but only reactively
Not at all now, but we are hoping to
within the next 12 months
Not at all and have no plans to

14%
5%
6%

Figure 7. 73% of respondents were proactively coordinating security/compliance requirements
with ITAM or SAM processes—yet another significant indicator of SecOps success.
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Cloud

In the tools section of the report, EMA identified that each of
the teams being integrated was using multiple tools, maintained
with their own data silos or specialized usage. A main benefit of
integrating the teams and the tools is breaking down those data
silos and creating a common shared toolset. Figure 8 shows the top
priority for integrating Security and Operations within the cloud is
to improve ROI. Accomplishing these two objectives should improve
ROI for not only security investments but for tools investments for
all of those teams.

Each of the teams being
integrated was using multiple
tools, maintained with their own
data silos or specialized usage.

What are your organization’s top five priorities for integrating security with operations,
development, and/or ITSM when it comes to cloud?
Maximize ROI on cloud-based
security investments

28%

Reduce security-related issues
targeting public cloud
infrastructure

27%

Reduce application service
disruptions across public cloud

25%

Reduce risks for infrastructure
change across public cloud

25%

More effective infrastructure
audits for compliance across
hybrid (public/private) cloud

25%

Figure 8. Organizations’ top five priorities for team integrations within cloud are not solely focused on security.
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Cloud Impacts on SecOps

Respondents were asked to identify how cloud adoption impacted their SecOps integration initiatives.
While many responses were positive, things were not entirely rosy. As seen in Figure 9, the impact
noted by the largest number of respondents (32% overall) was actually negative: “Cloud presented
unique SecOps challenges in areas regarding audits and compliance.”
How, specifically, did cloud impact your SecOps initiatives?
Cloud presented unique SecOps challenges in areas regarding
audits and compliance

32%

Cloud led us to redefine our SecOps priorities

30%

Cloud led us to streamline the way security/operations and IT as a
whole are structured

30%

Cloud presented unique SecOps challenges in terms of
risks/performance of SaaS and application delivery

29%

Cloud was a resource for accelerating SecOps initiatives

29%

Cloud presented unique SecOps challenges in the area of DevOps

27%

Cloud presented unique SecOps challenges in terms of the
risks/performance of the network infrastructure

27%
24%

Cloud led us to rethink how we measure SecOps success

23%

Cloud was more disruptive to SecOps than helpful
Other

2%

Figure 9. Top impacts of cloud on SecOps initiatives showed a
fairly even mix of negative and positive effects.

Organizations
identified that
automation strategies
were a natural
outcome of their
sharing initiatives.
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Applications and DevOps

Figure 10 highlights SecOps priorities for DevOps initiatives, in which minimizing risks in handoffs
between Development and Operations and superior process/workflows to promote security/compliance in
development were tied for first. Once again, what is most significant is the generally even ranking of
priorities, with only an 11% delta between first and last place. Significantly, only 6% of respondents
did not have security teams working collaboratively with Development or DevOps.
What are your organization’s Dev/Ops/Agile priorities for SecOps and integrated security?
To support the application development process directly
by ensuring compliant and secure development
environments and tools

46%

To support Q/A Test by ensuring compliant and secure
development environments and tools

39%

To support production/operations by minimizing risks in
hand-offs from development to operations

48%

Minimizing the time developers spend troubleshooting
security-related production issues

37%

To create superior process workflows that support
security/compliance and development for DevOps teams
Other
None - our security teams are not working collaboratively
with development or DevOps

48%
1%
6%

Figure 10. SecOps priorities for DevOps were closely ranked, directed largely
at minimizing risks in processes and DevOps environments.
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Metrics and Investments

Program Metrics: Measuring Security and Security Leadership

As Figure 11 shows, for metrics over the next 12 months, performance edged out change. Of the top
15 responses, 11 were performance metrics.
What technical performance, change, and capacity management metrics does your organization
plan to target now or within the next 12 months?
Public cloud resource optimization for
capacity and performance

31%

Data quality management efficiencies

31%

Private cloud resource optimization for
capacity and performance

30%

Dev/Ops efficiencies (speed/minimal
disruption)

25%

MTTR for application-specific issues
(including middleware)

24%

Change management efficiencies
(speed/minimal disruption)

24%
23%

MTTR for desktop service availability
MTTR for storage availability and
performance
Issues across the extended enterprise
(partners, suppliers, service providers)…
MTTR for system availability and
performance

22%
21%
20%

Figure 11. Organizations showed a range of priorities when asked which operations
metrics they planned to focus on in the next 12 months.

The security metrics that organizations were planning to focus on in the next 12 months were useful as
well. As Figure 12 shows, the top metric was data loss detection. This metric can encompass more than
just implementing some sort of data loss prevention solution. There are a number of controls that can
be put into place for this, including insider activity monitoring, user and entity behavioral analysis, and
other forms of security analytics.
What security-specific metrics are you targeting now or within the next 12 months?
Data loss detection

36%

Fraud detection

35%

Network detection of threats

34%

Vulnerability management
Relative security risk

32%
28%

Figure 12. Respondents’ top five security metrics to focus on in the next 12 months were led by data loss detection.
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Challenges, Benefits, and Success
In terms of roadblocks to SecOps effectiveness, technology
problems were overall more prevalent than process and
cultural issues. Although when looking at team leadership,
this varied some depending on organizational perspective
(e.g., overlay and business-driven teams saw cultural issues
and resistance to change as top issues). Figure 14 highlights
critical technical issues such as data sharing, data quality,
integration, and lack of automation, which were all
identified as leading challenges.

In terms of roadblocks to SecOps
effectiveness, technology problems
were overall more prevalent than
process and cultural issues.

What are the roadblocks that you foresee in integrating security teams
with operations and IT as a whole?
Technology issues - too much data and no
way to share it

32%

Technology issues - our toolsets don't
integrate well

29%

Technology issues - data quality is poor on
both sides of the fence

27%

Technology issues - lack of automation and
workflow to support dialogue

25%

Technology issues - we use categorically
separate tools

24%

Technology issues - products don't function as
promised or are poorly supported

22%

Cultural issues - resistance to change

22%

Internal resources - getting budget and people

22%

Internal politics/leadership

21%

Cultural issues - the move from reactive to
proactive management

19%

Training and onboarding

19%

Process issues - we're still not used to sharing
data sources and collaborating

17%

Contractual issues associated with third-party
and other obligations

17%

Availability of relevant skillsets
Other process issues (please specify)

13%
1%

Figure 14. Technology issues rather than process or cultural concerns were identified as top SecOps roadblocks.
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To assess benefits, EMA asked questions from two perspectives: prevalence and priority. In terms of the
most prevalent benefits achieved from SecOps initiatives, the top four were the following:
• Improved data quality (35%)
• Better insight into which processes/policies are most effective (27%)
• Improved operational efficiencies across both Security and the rest of IT (26%)
• Improved user experience (26%)

Perspectives on Success

SecOps initiatives generally delivered strong levels of value, with 18% of respondents indicating that
they had achieved dramatic benefits, 41% indicating significant benefits, and 35% reporting meaningful
benefits.
Success was correlated with the following:
• Having closer integrations between Security and IT
• Having a single organizational team drive the SecOps effort
• Having service modeling (CMDB/CMS or ADDM) deployed
Some other success perspectives include:
• Leadership
◦◦ Those SecOps teams with a high level of executive leadership, in particular the CEO, were more
likely to be successful.
• Toolsets and Technology
◦◦ Having more shared security-related toolsets and a greater investment in automation and analytic
technologies favored success.
• Cloud
◦◦ The extremely successful had more workloads (general and security-specific) in the public cloud
and leveraged more cloud-related services.
• Metrics
◦◦ The extremely successful had more technical metrics for performance and more metrics for IT asset
optimization, as well as higher percentages of security-related integration in supporting those
metrics.
• Benefits
◦◦ The extremely successful saw more benefits than other groups. The most dramatic differences were
associated with the following:
◦◦ Minimization of staffing issues
◦◦ Proactive ability to prevent problems
◦◦ Better insight into which processes/policies are most effective
◦◦ Instituting better security controls without impacting performance
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Conclusion

It should be clear from the data that SecOps is real. While the logic behind a more integrated approach
to security/fraud/compliance and IT operations as a whole has been evident for more than a decade,
advancements in IT analytics and automation, as well as the rising need for a more transparent and
business aligned IT organization, are making SecOps benefits both tangible and significant.
Moreover, this research also validated three very clearly defined use cases:
• SecOps integrations targeting performance and availability management
• SecOps integrations targeting more effective change and configuration management
• SecOps integrations targeting ITAM- and SAM-related requirements for audits and asset
optimization
Moreover, cloud, agile, and DevOps are already very much a part of the SecOps
landscape, and SecOps effectiveness is due in part to organizations more proactively
addressing cloud and agile realities.
One of the more important findings was that when it came to obstacles or roadblocks,
technology issues, especially those associated with more effective data management and
toolset integration, almost categorically outscored cultural and process issues. The
message to the industry should be clear: Addressing more cohesive approaches to
data sharing, analytics, automation, and reporting between Security and the rest of
IT is an area ripe for innovation. Vendors that recognize this should be honored
with significant opportunities for industry growth. Vendors that turn away from the
opportunity and continue to settle within established markets will eventually find
their offerings less relevant to the future of IT.

Addressing
more cohesive
approaches to data
sharing, analytics,
automation, and
reporting between
Security and the
rest of IT is an area
ripe for innovation.

Yet perhaps one of the most intriguing findings from the research had, indeed, a
very human face. EMA analyzed both individual and team roles and mapped them
to priorities and concerns in terms of process, technology, metrics, and other factors.
In this way, the research presented a landscape of differing views and approaches, depending on whether
organizational leadership came from security/fraud, IT operations, ITSM, development, or overlay/business
teams. Both the explicit and implicit differences across these groups can hopefully become a map for
future SecOps planning—as SecOps initiatives evolve based on the distinctive needs and priorities of
individual IT organizations.
There were also clear messages from respondents that they were gaining many efficiencies from the work.
Increased ROI was a common high-ranking response, along with the increased ability to share data for
better analytics. These two outcomes mean huge operational opportunities for the organizations, which
can easily translate into competitive advantages for them as well.
In conclusion, SecOps is by no means one-dimensional. Effective planning for an initiative will mean
prioritizing based on use case, available and adopted technologies, existing leadership skills, best
practices, and processes across all of IT. As such, it will require dialogue as well as integration with
commonly understood objectives, as well as analytics. It will also need a clear definition of roles and
responsibilities as well as automation.
EMA looks forward to continued engagement in the SecOps phenomenon to track its forward evolution
and to promote its multifaceted success.
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